
introducing...

the MDF 400 PR
double-sided

lapping & polishing
machines

200 rpm FASt 

reliAble, continuouS-duty 
 production

VerSAtile conFigurAtionS For 
 mAximum Flexibility

mAintenAnce Free, no downtime

uSer Friendly
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i n c o r p o r a t e d

85 Jetson Lane • Central Islip, NY 11722
516.935.4000 • 800.645.7173
www.universalphotonics.com
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universal photonics

NaNotec (known throughout Europe as SOMOS) has a global 

reputation for supplying and supporting advanced surfacing 

technology to a wide range of processing applications.  

Now, as sole distributor in North America, Universal Photonics 

brings this extraordinary technology to you as part of our 

extensive line of high-performance surfacing consumables 

and equipment. Rely on us for the added value of processing 

know-how, expert operator training, and diligent, ongoing 

customer service; assuring your investment delivers peak 

production performance.

UPI & NaNotec: a WINNINg combINatIoN

PerformaNce beyoNd exPectatIoN...
Comments from some of our very satisfied customers:

“These machines have revolutionized our business.”

“We were lapping three batches of fused silica at 2µm/min 

on a fixed-plate machine. Now, using the same free-abrasive 

on our MDF 400 PR, we’re lapping at 25µm/min and putting 

through thirty batches in the same eight hour shift!” 

  

 “An extremely reliable piece of equipment....We’ve tightened 

one belt on one machine in four years and haven’t touched 

the others. I’ve racked my brain and can’t think of a single 

thing that could be improved on these machines.”

  

“The MDF 400 PR has practically replaced an entire depart-

ment.”

  

“The machine is fast. We had to slow it down until we could 

reassign workflow to keep up.”

UNIversal PhotoNIcs’ extensive line of premium equipment and 

consumables brings the precision of semi-conductor technology 

to the optics industry. Engineered to consistently deliver higher 

tolerances and yields, our products have been at the forefront 

of innovative polishing applications for over seventy-five years.  

Our commitment to supporting your unique needs with cross 

platform research and state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities 

extends to customized solutions that will optimize any polishing 

application.  

see the mdf 400 Pr IN actIoN...

We invite you to visit the applications laboratory, located 

in our corporate headquarters, for a firsthand look at how 

the MDF 400 PR can lap & polish your parts. 

Unable to join us? Send your workpieces to our lab. We’ll 

expertly process them on an MDF 400 PR to your specs 

and return them to you. 

INqUIre aboUt a free, 30-day, No-oblIgatIoN trIal of the 

mdf 400 Pr IN yoUr oWN facIlIty. 

For further information and detailed specifications on the 

MDF 400 PR, or any of the NaNotec machines, please contact 

your regional sales representative, or email us at 

info@universalphotonics.com.

630 mm / 24.80 inches

1200 mm / 47.24 inches

larger machINes avaIlable

1600 mm / 61.90 inches

2300 mm / 90.30 inches*

*Largest operational machine in the world 



aHigh-speed  aHigh-pressure

cArrier 
diAmeter 

number oF 
cArrierS

number

oF

teeth

pArt 
diAmeter

(mAximum)

pArt 
thickneSS

(minimum)

3.15“ 12 36 2.0 “ < 200 µm

5.66 “ * 5 66 4.0 “ < 300 µm

6.90 “ 4 86 5.0 “ < 400 µm

* Standard set

Running the MDF 400 PR polisher at 200 rpm is routine.  

With a load range of 10-150 lbs, the MDF 400 PR outperforms 

the competition time and again - polishing germanium, BK7 

glass, fused silica, and other materials in under 30 minutes.  Now 

you can polish over 1000 1” diameter parts in just eight hours! 

The MDF 400 PR welcomes the loose-abrasive alternative with 

its unique slurry management system. Gone are the slow, 

messy, and expensive features associated with loose-abrasive. 

The NaNotec system’s electronically controlled, pneumatic- 

pulse feeds slurry delivering:

PoWerfUl & versatIle 

A double-sided machine, the MDF 400 PR is equally suited for 

continuous, 24/7 production as it is for small-batch work and 

laboratory R&D. 

cycle parts can be checked and if necessary, reloaded 

without disturbing the entire batch. The top plate raises to 

release 1-2 parts and a removable segment enables carriers, 

complete with parts, to be partially or fully unloaded on to 

a non-scratch surface. 

The fast load/unload accessory lets the operator pre-load 

carriers in-cycle and unload/load carrier by carrier with a 

custom sliding tray, assuring immediate production readiness 

with virtually no downtime, minimum scrap, and tremendous 

time-savings, especially with small parts.

fast chaNgeover 
 No doWNtIme

200 rPm fast

The MDF 400 PR gives you  total control over soft starts, speed, 

load, rotation direction via three independent drives, and slurry 

delivery - assuring state-of-the-art processing whatever the 

application.

The MDF 400PR is built with all high-quality components 

including a Poly-Vee belt power transmission, sealed-for-life 

bearings, and corrosion-resistant materials. 

These rugged machines have a remarkably small footprint, 

are easy to maintain, and extremely user friendly, with initial 

operating instructions requiring only a few minutes.

relIable & maINteNaNce free

UNIqUe slUrry maNagemeNt

aUtomatIc sIze coNtrol

total coNtrol

Plates, pads, and the com-

plete slurry system can be 

changed in minutes allow-

ing higher productivity and 

flexible operation without 

risk of cross-contamination.

At the end of the polish

 Precise, repeatable control

 No blocking

 Low Cost – 1 gallon/day, no re-cycling

 2 minute changeover to different slurry

 10 minutes process changeover including  
 plates with pads

 Clean machine and work station 
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Once set, target thickness 

is guaranteed within a few 

microns, batch after batch, 

automatically.  Consistent 

input to the polisher means 

shorter polishing cycles, 

better product quality, and 

no risk of undersize parts.

Interchangeable configurations allow maximum processing 

flexibility, so a quick tooling change lets you polish parts 

up to 5” diameter in 6.90” carriers or below 200µm thick in 

3.15” carriers.

aFrom polishing diamond to cerium 
in under 15 minutes

aFast polishing/lapping speed = Increased throughput

tech AdVice: Adding EVERFLO to polishing slurry 
prevents rogue scratching.

tech AdVice:
Adding UNIlaP c60 to slurry during 
lapping ends rust problems and assures 
parts rinse easily with water.  

Available on MDF PR 400 Lapping Units


